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Theoretical background or Context 
This paper stems from studies developed over the last decade and constitutes our 
post-doctoral research since 2021. It investigates ideas and practices of pedagogical 
innovation in music education during the 20th century. In this context, some aspects 
are notably addressed, such as music creation in childhood, on which we focus here. 
Along with the music education area and its connections to other fields such as 
psychology and philosophy (Beineke, 2009; Cunha, 2021; Brito, 2007), we dialogue 
with childhood studies (Sarmento, 2007; Corsaro, 2011) and the history of education 
(Cremin, 1961; Jacquet-Francillon, 2004). 
 
Aims 
We intend to discuss childhood images (Sarmento, 2007) and examine how they 
developed in music education during the 20th century. More specifically, the ideas and 
practices addressed are related to music creation in childhood. This examination also 
includes considerations on aesthetics and pedagogy. In doing so, we can likewise 
recognize the childhood images that guide and justify the adults’ approach to children 
in contemporary music education, since some of these conceptions remain today, even 
if tacitly.   
 
Methodology 
In order to investigate the ideas and practices of music creation with children in 
innovative pedagogical spaces, we work with documental sources, such as 
pedagogical magazines, schools’ booklets, photos, general press texts, sheet music, 
and sound records. The stages of searching and analysing documents more frequently 
take place in a digital environment since the beginning of the research and were 
essential to the work due to pandemic restrictions. Therefore, we considered the 
current discussions on digital history methodology (Lucchesi, 2014; Brasil; Nascimento, 
2020). Even if we did part of the work in digital ambient, visiting archives and the 
process of analysing physical documents were likewise fundamental (Farge, 2017). 
 
Results/Findings 
The results presented are the analyses of ideas and practices as observed in the works 
of (i) Satis Coleman, at her Creative Music Studio and the Lincoln School of Teachers 
College, Columbia University (NYC, USA), in the 1920s and 1930s; (ii) Donald Pond, in 
his experiments at Pillsbury Foundation School (Santa Barbara, California, USA) 
between 1938 and 1945; and (iii) a group of music teachers in the context of the 
French Modern School Movement (also know as Freinet’s Pedagogy) in 1970s, that 
called their work Musique Libre. In these works, we can identify different conceptions 
regarding the place of improvisation and composition in children's musical 
development; strategies to give visibility to children's creations; connections between 
music education and the evolutionary theories, both in musicology and in psychology; 
Rousseauian inspiration; among others.  
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Conclusions/Final considerations 
The conceptions of childhood and music and their relations to creative practices 
observed in such examples are a sort of a portrait of experiments in music education in 
the 20th century. They guided and justified the actions of adults toward children and 
were the foundations of programs and methods. However, these ideas were not 
surpassed. Examining such conceptions allows us to understand and reflect on what 
constitutes our groundwork today. This kind of awareness is fundamental to teachers 
who intend to improve children’s participation and their musical development through 
creative practices in a critical way. 
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